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ANANDO PROJECT 

 

TEAM MEMBERS 

Tanay Jain (Group Leader) 

MD Anas 

Pragati Munshi 

Harsha Bachani 

Mohammad Faizan 

Tanzil Khan 

Rohan Kedia 

Pratiksha Barve 

Nimisha Gupta 

 

 

 

Objectives 

• To know about the Anando Project 

• Meeting with LOLT enrolled Students 

• Meeting with the Parents of the students 

• Completing the Progressive Reports of the Students 

• Completing the Documentation 
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Completing the Progressive Reports 

At LOLT our first task was to understand the progress of the students through 

the progressive reports, in our first day we started to learn how to prepare the 

progressive reports, the first day we were a team of 8 members and those 8 

members were divided into the group of 2 each with a LOLT faculty member to 

guide us in the process of completing the progressive report. 

While completing the progressive reports we got to know about the background 

of the students and their families. Through the progressive report, we got to 

know about the selection criteria and also how LOLT positively impacted the 

lives of the students. We continued to make the progressive reports for 2 

consecutive days and completed more than 350 Progressive Reports. 
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Fiel Visit 

On the third day of our SMART project, 3 members of our team along with the 

LOLT faculty member visited the village called “Kondiwade” where we met 

the students who have recently filled out the enrollment form of LOLT, during 

our visit we got to know about the hardships of those little children’s, also we 

did a regular visit, where we met the Parents of a child and told them about the 

ongoing progress of their ward. 

 

 

Conclusion 

In Anando since our first day we had an opportunity to work on the ground 

reality, we got the opportunity to interact with the students and know their 

problems, we interacted with their parents and tried to understand their 

concerns. All and all our team had the privilege and learnings that will help us 

to remain humble and grounded. 
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SFSEP. 

(Student friendly secondary education program) 

                        

 

 

TEAM MEMBERS: 

Thrimitha Venreddy (Group leader) 

Yarasi Siva Sai 

Syed Rabbani 

Vysagh Venugopalan 

Subhranil Maji 

Abhilasha Sharma 

Jigisha Jain 

Piyush Bhole. 
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Objectives: 

1. To create strategies for ECP (English communication Program).   

 

2. Campaigning of ECP Program. 

       3. Digitalization content creation. 

       4. Teachers training on soft skills. 

       5. Teachers training on technical skills. 

For ECP marketing we have created strategies like mascot marketing, centralized 

campaigning, testimonials to get correct reviews for the beneficiaries. 

A Role play has been presented to the beneficiaries of LOLT regarding benefits 

of ECP program. Different placards regarding English, benefits of ECP and if not 

enrolled for ECP what are its disadvantages were prepared. To bring 

digitalization Apps like Canva and Ani maker were explained. 

A special session has been planned for teachers to teach them on technical skills 

like MS- WORD, EXCEL, PowerPoint were explained in online mode. 

 

Duration: 

This program was from 4th April - 8th April. 

 

ECP for students: 

Seeing the growing importance and necessity of English language, LOLT has 

come up with the program called ECP (English Communication Program) 

wherein all the students will be given English training along with their Anando 

and Anando plus classes. 

 In order to aware the students about the importance of English language and 

benefits of ECP classes, it came with the idea of presenting role play Infront of 

all the LOLT students.  

Role play showcased the problems faced by rural students in order to pursue 

their dreams. Be it family fights, gender discrimination or the bad habits of 

one’s father. In the role play we showed how one family consisting of 5 

members; father, mother, brother, elder sister and younger sister is affected by 

this. Father is a drunkard and drinks all the time spending the income earned by 

the mother, boy is allowed to study but girl isn’t, elder sister is married in a very 
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young age and is thus deprived of studies. Boy having responsibility to feed the 

family and adjust with the family problems and pressure goes into depression 

and into mal practices like smoking, drinking etc. like his father by peer 

pressure. Mother and younger sister who wants to study gets help from LOLT 

member who came for survey and later through learning English, younger sister 

gets her dream job. Through our ECP training to students we made sure that 

they understand the importance of English and enroll for ECP classes. We 8 

members took 9-10 students each and gave them personal attention and also 

helped them with their career planning. 

                               

 

Conclusion 

We learn a lot in the SMART Project and LOLT (light of life trust) in SFSEF as 

we started our SMART for the first day itself, we got the briefing about What is 

SFSEP. And we work on the marketing of SFSEP’s ECP (English 

Communication Program) which was for 10th + students to work on their 

English language and we market that by creating the awareness about English 

and how it is useful in future i.e.  for their entrance exam, personal interview, 

networking and much more we spread awareness whit the help of Role Play 

which was collaborated with the students of LOLT SPSEF  
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ANANDO PLUS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Anando plus was not only a project but also acted as a Ray of light and hope 

into a children’s life . Their role was to aware rural children about the certain 

essential things which is a necessary part to form someone’s career . Talking 

about their set of activities which were conducted by them such as career 

guidance , personality development, sessions on self motivation, actually help 

them to understand how beneficial it was for their career building path. Anando 

Plus also projected parents counselling by visiting their homes and having a 

word with them about their children’s career and the role of importance of 

parents being played into children’s life. Apart from these all the people who all 

were placed in Anando Plus Project also helped in spreading social awareness 

among parents and children regarding health and hygiene & also in importance 

of education. They also worked for library settings and base line entries. 

OBJECTIVES 

❖ Personality development of students in the rural areas. 

❖ Awareness workshop for the tribal village about the importance of education 

for their community upliftment  

❖ Preparation of report on the success stories of students from the rural areas 

❖ To prepare a Google Form for data collection of anando plus. 

❖ Career guidance for students in rural areas. 

❖ Cleanliness drive programme in the villages. 

❖ Tree plantation programme in tribal village. 

❖ Data collection of government.  

 

NAME OF TEAM MEMBERS 

SL NO STUDENTS NAME BATCH 

1 AAKRITI KUSHWAHA PGDMBM5 

2 EJAZ SHAIKH PGDMBM5 

3 JASKIRAN ATWAL PGDMIM4 

4 KASHMIRA KUSHE PGDMG8 

5 KRITILATA PODDAR PGDMBM5 

6 NUPUR BHARDWAJ PGDMG8 

7 OSAMA MUSHEER PGDMIM4 

8 SAKSHI PATEL PGDMG8 
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9 KUMARI SHALINI PGDMIM4 

10 VAISHAKH HARIKRISHNABABU PGDMBM5 

 

ACTIVITIES 

❖ Learnt the basic requirements from briefing at LOLT (Karjat branch). 

 

 

❖ Personality development at school- “How to introduce yourself, Talent 

Hunt Competition & Extempore public speaking, Importance of effective 

listening, teamwork & body language.” Also saw the LOLT students’ success 

story. 
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❖ Lokkruti Community - Their motto is - to the people, for the people, by the 

people. Interacting with students in school & graduation learning how to use 

computer & software like Tally, (our team motivated them and briefed them 

the importance of Business Analytics in the various industries.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

❖ Social awareness session at Nevaliwadi - communicated to tribal people by 

visiting their home about importance of hygiene & education and heard the 

problems faced by them in day-to-day life. 
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❖ Personality development at Khandape school- Conducted personality 

development activities like “How to Introduce Yourself, Meet & Greet, 

Extempore public speaking (role model), Zumba & meditation session, learning 

key words, importance of hygiene and healthy living and Chinese whisper fun 

activity.” Also saw the LOLT students’ success story of Jaggruti, Avantika & 

Harshita.  
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❖ Salpe Village- Interacted with the people of Salpe village and understood 

their livelihood conditions. Met young students of secondary school and 

motivated them for career growth and development by conversing with them 

about the challenges faced in life to achieve our goal. 
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❖ Anando Plus success stories preparation of Karjat,Kondiwade, Mohilli & 

Chowk Centre – To increase awareness about Anando Plus for making people 

aware the wonderful works done by LOLT for Children at all level.  
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❖ To collect the data and prepare the PPT of the session “Making effective ppt” 

– To train and teach the employees of OLT about the same. 

 

❖ Career Guidance session at Adivasi Ashram School- Conducted Career 

Guidance session which will help them to achieve their dreams. Also conducted 

interactive session, one-to-one sessions, motivational session for successful 

career, engaging activities like Zumba. Also interacted with the school 

superintendent who told us that they do get support from the government. 
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OBSERVATIONS & CONCLUSIONS 

 

❖ R.Z.P (Beed Budruk): Active participation of students, full engagement of 

students in all the activities, full support from school & LOLT. Surprise gifts to 

students for wonderful performance. We learnt to be enthusiastic from the 

students. And spoke slogan made by us - “Sunega India tabhi toh bolega India.” 

❖ Lokkruti Community Centre: We implemented motivation skills for career 

growth and we observed them being ambitious.  

❖ Social Awareness session at Nevaliwadi: Absence of students in schools due 

to lack of transportation and more than 1km distance walking. Lack of 

awareness about career options. Lack of higher secondary school in their 

locality due to which students drop out percentage increases. Lack of water and 

basic necessities (food) in the region. 

❖ R.Z.P School, Khandape: Active participation from all the students (class 1 – 

7), along with academic scheduled, extracurricular activities should also happen 

to encourage young minds. Students are smart but they need to be moulded well 

to bring out the confidence. Need for more fans and classroom renovation. Need 

for strict hygiene policies in school (eg. Sanitizer, hand wash soap, etc) 

❖ Salpe Village: Students, especially girls, want to study but due to lack of 

awareness about education in their community, parents do not allow their kids 

to study after 12th standard and pursue a job. More awareness about importance 

of education must be spread among the community. Students want to pursue 

careers like singing, acting, Police officer etc. Lack of guidance and support 

from family for girls’ education. Gave ideas to students on how to use their 

talent as a source of income like – “each one teaches one”. 

❖ The students need to be more active in terms of interaction.  

❖ They are hardworking and aware of several job opportunities present in the 

nation.  

❖ The school staff members were also supportive for students’ career growth. 
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Personality development 

Sessions conducted on: 

4th April 2022- Diksal  

5th April 2022- Khalapur 

In this activity attempts were made to develop important aspects of their 

personality that will help them to grow. 

• Extraversion 

This trait describes an individual’s outgoing or social attitude. Various types of 

jobs require different levels of extraversion and it will be useful in jobs that are 

related to teaching, sales and general interaction with people. Students were 

given activities which included public speaking to help with this quality. 

• Agreeableness 

This manifests itself in an individual’s behaviour that shows kindness, 

sympathy, warmness and consideration for others. Those with a high score here 

tend to desire harmonious living and put aside their own interests in order to 

please others. Many team games were conducted to promote agreeableness. 

• Openness 

This describes the open mindedness of an individual. They tend to be 

imaginative and generally open minded about everything.  

• Communication 

Communication is the key to succeed  in the world. The students were only 

fluent in Marathi. They were aware about Hindi and English but not very good 

at it. 

• Confidence 

Students were very shy in the beginning but as we started interacting with them 

with them they opened up spoke to us. Various games were conducted to boost 

their confidence. 

Obstacles we faced 

• Students were very shy to speak. 

Environmental awareness 

Sessions conducted on: 
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4th April 2022- Diksal 

5th April 2022- Khalapur 

• Cleanliness drive 

The cleanliness drive have been conducted in diksal village. The roads and 

public areas were cleaned by our team. A rally was done around the village for 

creating awareness about prohibiting use of plastic. The students from the 

village had also joint us. 

• Tree plantation 

In a tribal community of Khalapur, tree plantation program was done. Various 

types of fruit trees were planted in the settlement. The idea behind that was, it 

will help the environment and also provide additional source of income to the 

people there. 

 

Obstacles we faced, 

 The people were not aware about the benefits of the program, hence they 

were unwilling to provide land. 

 The houses were very closely built so there was very less space to plant 

the trees. 

Career guidance 

Session conducted on, 

7th April 2022- Khopoli 

• Importance of career 

Students were unaware about we it is important to build up the career. We made 

them understand the effects they can have after having a stable career. 

• Knowledge about the streams 

We gave them detailed information about the subjects they can study further 

and what career opportunities they will have. 

• Showing the path 

After helping them to understand the potential career options we told them 

about the way to pursue their interest. We told they about exams and admission 

processes of the courses they wanted to pursue. 
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Obstacles 

 Students were unaware of the career options. They only knew about 

very few common jobs. 

 Students were very confused about want they like and what they 

want to pursue. 

Conclusion 

 During this project we got to interact with the students of tribal community. 

The major problem we saw they’re was lack of motivation. They were exposed 

to very limited knowledge of the world. Through this program we tried to make 

them aware of the opportunities waiting for them in future. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

❖ During this project we got to interact with the students of tribal 

community. The major problem we saw they’re was lack of motivation. 

They were exposed to very limited knowledge of the world. Through this 

program we tried to make them aware of the opportunities waiting for 

them in future. 

❖ ❖ R.Z.P (Beed Budruk): Active participation of students, full 

engagement of students in all the activities, full support from school & 

LOLT. Surprise gifts to students for wonderful performance. We learnt to 

be enthusiastic from the students. And spoke slogan made by us - 

“Sunega India tabhi toh bolega India.” 

❖ ❖ Lokkruti Community Centre: We implemented motivation skills for 

career growth and we observed them being ambitious.  

❖ ❖ Social Awareness session at Nevaliwadi: Absence of students in 

schools due to lack of transportation and more than 1km distance 

walking. Lack of awareness about career options. Lack of higher 

secondary school in their locality due to which students drop out 

percentage increases. Lack of water and basic necessities (food) in the 

region. 

❖ ❖ R.Z.P School, Khandape: Active participation from all the students 

(class 1 – 7), along with academic scheduled, extracurricular activities 

should also happen to encourage young minds. Students are smart but 

they need to be moulded well to bring out the confidence. Need for more 

fans and classroom renovation. Need for strict hygiene policies in school 

(eg. Sanitizer, hand wash soap, etc) 

❖ ❖ Salpe Village: Students, especially girls, want to study but due to lack 

of awareness about education in their community, parents do not allow 

their kids to study after 12th standard and pursue a job. More awareness 

about importance of education must be spread among the community. 

Students want to pursue careers like singing, acting, Police officer etc. 

Lack of guidance and support from family for girls’ education. Gave 

ideas to students on how to use their talent as a source of income like – 

“each one teaches one”. 

❖ ❖ The students need to be more active in terms of interaction.  

❖ ❖ They are hardworking and aware of several job opportunities present 

in the nation.  
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❖ The school staff members were also supportive for students’ career 

growth. 


